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（続紙1 ) 

扇長平下 ｜牡（情報学） ｜氏名｜ MONDHEERA PITUXCOOSUVARN 

論文題目 I
Improv叫Mutual Und削a山1g in Machine Translation Media凶Communication

｜ （機械翻訳を介したコミュニケ ー ションにおける相互理解の改普）
（論文内容の要旨）

The goal of this study is to improv巴 mutual understanding in machine translation (MT) 
mediated communication wh巴re the users have differ巴nt languages and cultural backgrounds. 
Ther官are s巴V引al typical issues that hinde1 mutual understanding in traditional MT mediated 
communication where users us巴 their mother languages and MT is used to translate users’

messages. First, when th巴 qualities of MT for each language are different, the users who sp巴ak
differ巴nt languages have an unequal opportunity to understand the conve,sation. S巴氾ond, users 
with different cultural backgrounds sometimes perceive culturally related concepts differently 
and fail to establish a common ground for communication consequently. To cope with the 
above issues, this thesis pr巴sents methods to crea臼nov巴i communication environments that 
improve users ’ mutual understanding. This thesis consists of seven chapters. 

Chapter 1 outlines the th巴sis inch幼時the objectiv凶 of this research, issues, a吋approaches.

Chapter 2 describes the problems and solutions in MT mediated communication. In order to 
understand the real-world communication problems when MT is used, this chapter introduces 
an ethnographic study on an intercultural childr巴n workshop where the childr巴n合om different 
countries worked together and communicat巴d via MT. We found that the users who speak low
resource languages faced difficulties to understand mistranslated messages and switched to 
diffi巴rent meanings of communication including using English for a bett巴r understanding of th巴

conversation. In addition, misunderstandings occurred when users合om different countries had 
different understandings regarding culturally related concepts; however, th巴y solved this 
problem by searching for images on th巴 Internet to ground their understandings of these 
concepts in different cultures. The observed problems and their solutions in the real field 
motivated our research in this thesis. 

Chapter・ 3 proposes a model of best-balanced machine translation (BBMT) that allows the 
users to have an equal opportunity to participate and understand the conversation. The purpose 
of BBMT is to select a best-balanced communication channel in MT mediated communication, 
wher巴 each channel indicates a s巴t of users’ languages and MT services. In the BBMT model, 
the quality of message for each possible communication channel is first calculated by using 
users’ language scor巴s and MT quality. Then, th巴 best凶balanced communication channel can be 
selected by searching for th巴 channel with Pareto optimal quality of message. An 巴xperiment
on communication in collaborative games shows that the users ar巴 able to participate more 
equally and face few巴I conversational breakdowns by using BBMT compared to the cases 
using traditional MT mediated communication and using English as a shared language. This 
result indicates that BBMT can lower the misunderstanding and improve mutual understanding 
during the communication. 

Chapter 4 presents a model of privacy同aware calculation for BBMT by addressing the issu巴

that the original BBMT requires users ’ language scor・巴S to be disclosed. When using BBMT in 
MT mediated communication, it is important to treat language scores as users ’ private data and 
protect the privacy from being disclosed. Existing methods for privacy protection mainly focus 
on the data itself and therefore are difficult to b巴 applied for BBMT which r空旦竺ir巴s s巴veral



steps of calculation and selection. The objective here is to enable BBMT without disclosing 
users ’ language scores. To this end, secure computation technologies and multi-agent systems 
are applied to establish a model for protecting users ’ privacy. The proposed model divides the 
tasks of calculation and selection in BBMT into distributed pieces and assigns them to 
different agents so that none of the agents retains enough information to know or guess the 
private data, in this case, users ’ language scores. Security arguments are used to prove that the 
proposed model can successfully protect users ’ language scores while making the tasks of 
calculation and selection possible in BBMT. 

Chapter 5 provides an automated cultural difference detection method for supporting users ’ 

mutual understanding in MT mediated communication. In intercultural communication, 
misunderstandings on culturally related concepts frequently occur when users have different 
cultural backgrounds. On the other hand, images can help users ground their understandings of 
culturally related concepts in different cultures. Since there are links among concepts, words, 
and images on the Internet, an automated method is proposed to detect cultural differences by 
using concept dictionaries and image similarity calculation. First, words in different languages 
are extracted from concept dictionaries, and are used to search for the corresponding images. 
Then, the similarity of the retrieved images is automatically calculated to detect the cultural 
difference of the words. An experiment in which Japanese WordNet and English WordNet are 
used as concept dictionaries shows that the proposed method can successfully find the 
concepts that cause misunderstandings in MT mediated communication. 

Chapter 6 proposes a system that uses BBMT and automated cultural difference detection to 
improve mutual understanding in MT mediated communication. To confirm the effect of the· 
system, this chapter also reports a controlled experiment on collaborative problem solving, 
where the controlled group members use traditional MT mediated communication while the 
experimental group members use BBMT with the warning from the automated cultural 
difference detection. The result shows that the experimental group members can fully 

川understand the messages and have less incomprehensible MT-translated messages reported, 
which indicates that the users can improve mutual understanding by using BBMT and 
automated cultural difference detection. 

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by summarizing the contributions to improve mutual 
understanding in MT mediated communication and suggesting possible future directions. 
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